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The Identity of the Great Conqueror Genghis Khan with the Japanese Hero
Yoshitsuné Kenchō Suematsu 1879
Japanese Mythology: Classic Stories of Japanese Myths, Gods, Goddesses, Heroes,
and Monsters Scott Lewis 2018-09-16 Giant monsters. Tales of eternal love. The
beginning of creation. Pint-sized warriors. Long voyages and insurmountable
heroics are only a small piece of the classic myths that have helped shape
Japan
Rice as Self Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney 1994-11-14 Are we what we eat? What does food
reveal about how we live and how we think of ourselves in relation to others?
Why do people have a strong attachment to their own cuisine and an aversion to
the foodways of others? In this engaging account of the crucial significance
rice has for the Japanese, Rice as Self examines how people use the metaphor of
a principal food in conceptualizing themselves in relation to other peoples.
Emiko Ohnuki-Tierney traces the changing contours that the Japanese notion of
the self has taken as different historical Others--whether Chinese or
Westerner--have emerged, and shows how rice and rice paddies have served as the
vehicle for this deliberation. Using Japan as an example, she proposes a new
cross-cultural model for the interpretation of the self and other.
Kojiki 2012-06-19 Written by imperial command in the eighth century, The
Kojiki: Records of Ancient Matters is Japan's classic of classics, the oldest
connected literary work and the fundamental scripture of Shinto. A more factual
history called the Nihongi or Nihon Shoki (Chronicles of Japan) was completed
in A.D. 720, but The Kojiki remains the better known, perhaps because of its
special concern with the legends of the gods, with the divine descent of the
imperial family, and with native Shinto. Both works have immense value as
records of the development of Japan into a unified state with a well-defined
character. Indeed, even the mythological aspects were accepted as fact
throughout most of subsequent Japanese history—until the defeat and
disillusionment of the nation in 1945. This classic text is a key to the
historical roots of the Japanese people—their early life and the development of
their character and institutions—as well as a lively mixture of legend and
history, genealogy, and poetry. It stands as one of the greatest monuments of
Japanese literature because it preserves more faithfully than any other book
the mythology, manners, language and traditions of Japan. It provides,
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furthermore, a vivid account of a nation in the making. The work opens "when
chaos had begun to condense, but force and form were not yet manifest, and
there was nought named, nought done &ellipse;" It recounts the mythological
creation of Japan by the divine brother and sister Izanami and Izanagi; tales
of the Sun Goddess and other deities; the divine origin of Jimmu the first
emperor; and the histories of subsequent reigns. Epic material is complemented
by a fresh bucolic vein expressed in songs and poetry. This famous translation
by the British scholar Basil Hall Chamberlain is enhanced by notes on the text
and an extensive introduction discussing early Japanese society, as well as The
Kojiki and its background. Important for its wealth of information, The Kojiki
is indispensable to anyone interested in things Japanese.
Shinto the Kami Way Sokyo Ono, Ph.D. 2011-09-13 "An excellently rounded
introduction by an eminent Shinto scholar."—Library Journal Shinto, the
indigenous faith of the Japanese people, continues to fascinate and mystify
both the casual visitor to Japan and the long-time resident. Relatively unknown
among the religions of the world, Shinto: The Kami Way provides an enlightening
window into this Japanese faith. In its general aspects, Shinto is more than a
religious faith. It is an amalgam of attitudes, ideas, and ways of doing things
that through two millennia and more have become an integral part of the way of
the Japanese people. Shinto is both a personal faith in the kami—objects of
worship in Shinto and an honorific for noble, sacred spirits—and a communal way
of life according to the mind of the kami. This introduction unveils Shinto's
spiritual characteristics and discusses the architecture and function of Shinto
shrines. Further examination of Shinto's lively festivals, worship, music, and
sacred regalia illustrates Shinto's influence on all levels of Japanese life.
Fifteen photographs, numerous drawings and Dr. Ono's text introduce the reader
to two millennia of indigenous Japanese belief in the kami and in communal
life. Chapters include: The Kami Way Shrines Worship and Festivals Political
and Social Characteristics Some Spiritual Characteristics
The Battle of Sekigahara Chris Glenn 2021-11-24 Sekigahara was the greatest
samurai battle in history. Japan had long been at civil war until brought under
the rule of Oda Nobunaga, and then, following his death at the hands of a
traitorous general, that of Toyotomi Hideyoshi. It was Hideyoshi who completed
the unification of Japan and ushered in a period of peace. After Hideyoshi’s
death in 1598, a power struggle emerged between those loyal to the Toyotomi,
and those who supported the second most powerful warlord, Tokugawa Ieyasu. With
Hideyoshi gone, Ieyasu made moves that brought the ire of a number of his
contemporaries, and soon the entire country was divided into two great armies,
East and West. Leading the loyalist cause was Ishida Mitsunari, who gathered a
force of around 130,000 samurai, while the Tokugawa commanded just 80,000. Both
sides hurried to seize strategically vital highways and castles. These attacks
and sieges culminated in the decisive Battle of Sekigahara. Fought on 21
October 1600, the battle lasted just six hours, but saw the deaths of an
estimated 30,000 samurai, the destruction of a number of noble families and the
creation of the Tokugawa Shogunate that was to rule Japan for 260 years of
relative peace. The loyalist forces, despite their superior numbers and
excellent battle formations, were defeated. In his exploration of the battle,
Chris Glenn reveals the developments that led up to the outbreak of war, the
characters involved, how the battle itself unfolded, and the aftermath. The
weapons and armor of the time are also fully explained, along with little known
customs of the samurai and their warfare.
Peace Tree from Hiroshima Sandra Moore 2015-07-14 **Winner of the 2015 Gelett
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Burgess Award for Best Intercultural Book** **Winner of the 2015 Silver
Evergreen Medal for World Peace** This true children's story is told by a
little bonsai tree, called Miyajima, that lived with the same family in the
Japanese city of Hiroshima for more than 300 years before being donated to the
National Arboretum in Washington DC in 1976 as a gesture of friendship between
America and Japan to celebrate the American Bicentennial. From the Book: "In
1625, when Japan was a land of samurai and castles, I was a tiny pine seedling.
A man called Itaro Yamaki picked me from the forest where I grew and took me
home with him. For more than three hundred years, generations of the Yamaki
family trimmed and pruned me into a beautiful bonsai tree. In 1945, our
household survived the atomic bombing of Hiroshima. In 1976, I was donated to
the National Arboretum in Washington D.C., where I still live today—the oldest
and perhaps the wisest tree in the bonsai museum."
Old-world Japan Frank Rinder 1895
The Japanese Experience W. G. Beasley 2000-08-31 An authoritative history of
Japan from the sixth century to the present day and of a society and culture
with a distinct sense of itself, one of the few nations never conquered by a
foreign power in historic times until the 12th century. 35 illustrations.
The Birth of Japanese Historiography John R. Bentley 2020-12-29 As the first
book in English on the origins of Japanese historiography, using both
archaeological and textual data, this book examines the connection between
ancient Japan and the Korean kingdom of Paekche and how tutors from the kingdom
of Paekche helped to lay the foundation for a literate culture in Japan.
Illustrating how tutors from the kingdom of Paekche taught Chinese writing to
the Japanese court through the prism of this highly civilized culture, the book
goes on to argue that Paekche tutors guided the early Japanese court through
writing, recording family history, and ultimately an early history of the
ruling family. As the Japanese began to create their own history, they relied
on Paekche histories as a model. Triangulating textual data from Kojiki, Nihon
shoki, and Sendai kuji hongi, the author here demonstrates that various aspects
of early king genealogies and later events were manipulated. Offering new
theories about the Japanese ruling family, it is posited that Emperor Jitō had
her committee put Jingū in power, and Suiko on the throne in place of original
male rulers to enhance images of strong, female rulers, as she envisioned
herself. The Birth of Japanese Historiography will be a valuable resource for
students and scholars of Japanese history, historiography, and linguistics.
The Great Mirror of Male Love Saikaku Ihara 1990 Winner of the 1990 Japan-U.S.
Friendship Commission Prize for the Translation of Japanese Literature. --------- "A welcome opportunity for wider comparison of the literary traditions and
sexual conventions of Japanese and Euro-American cultures."--Journal of
Japanese Studies
“Kojiki” in the Life of Japan, The

1969

Japanese Demon Lore Noriko T. Reider 2010-09-30 Oni, ubiquitous supernatural
figures in Japanese literature, lore, art, and religion, usually appear as
demons or ogres. Characteristically threatening, monstrous creatures with ugly
features and fearful habits, including cannibalism, they also can be harbingers
of prosperity, beautiful and sexual, and especially in modern contexts, even
cute and lovable. There has been much ambiguity in their character and identity
over their long history. Usually male, their female manifestations convey
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distinctivly gendered social and cultural meanings. Oni appear frequently in
various arts and media, from Noh theater and picture scrolls to modern fiction
and political propaganda, They remain common figures in popular Japanese anime,
manga, and film and are becoming embedded in American and international popular
culture through such media. Noriko Reiderýs book is the first in English
devoted to oni. Reider fully examines their cultural history, multifaceted
roles, and complex significance as "others" to the Japanese.
A History of Japan Kenneth Henshall 2012-04-17 A history of Japan from ancient
times to today explores Japan's impact on the modern world and examines its
unique past and culture to explain its achievements and responses to world
events.
Handbook of Japanese Mythology Michael Ashkenazi 2003-01-01 An introductory
guide to the mythology of Japan—one of the most pervasive yet least understood
facets of Japanese culture.
Common Errors in English Usage Paul Brians 2003 Online version of Common Errors
in English Usage written by Paul Brians.
All About Japan Willamarie Moore 2013-09-03 **2012 Creative Child Magazine
Preferred Choice Award Winner!** A cultural adventure for kids, All About Japan
offers a journey to a new place—and ways to bring it to life! Dive into
stories, play some games from Japan, learn some Japanese songs. Two friends, a
boy from the country and a girl from the city, take us on a tour of their
beloved land through their eyes. They introduce us to their homes, families,
favorite places, school life, holidays and more! Celebrate the cherry blossom
festival Learn traditional Japanese songs and poems Make easy recipes like
mochi (New Year's sweet rice cakes) and okonomiyaki (Japanese pizza or
pancakes) Create origami frogs, samurai helmets and more! Beyond the fun and
fascinating facts, you'll also learn about the spirit that makes Japan one-ofa-kind. This is a multicultural children's book for families to treasure
together.
Deaf in Japan Karen Nakamura 2006 A groundbreaking study of deaf identity,
minority politics, and sign language, traces the history of the deaf community
in Japan.
A History of Japanese Literature W. G. Aston 1905
The Kojiki 2014-09-30 Written in the early eighth century, the Kojiki is
considered JapanÕs first literary and historical work. A compilation of myths,
legends, songs, and genealogies, it recounts the birth of JapanÕs islands,
reflecting the origins of Japanese civilization and future Shinto practice. The
Kojiki provides insight into the lifestyle, religious beliefs, politics, and
history of early Japan, and for centuries has shaped the nationÕs view of its
past. This innovative rendition conveys the rich appeal of the Kojiki to a
general readership by translating the names of characters to clarify their
contribution to the narrative while also translating place names to give a
vivid sense of the landscape the characters inhabit, as well as an
understanding of where such places are today. Gustav HeldtÕs expert
organization reflects the textÕs original sentence structure and repetitive
rhythms, enhancing the readerÕs appreciation for its sophisticated style of
storytelling.
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Japanese Mythology A to Z Jeremy Roberts 2009 In a world thought to have been
created.
Japan’s Sexual Gods Stephen Turnbull 2015-05-19 Japan’s Sexual Gods is an
exciting original work about the deities represented by phalluses and female
sexual objects in Japanese shrines. Their roles in procreation and protection,
their rituals and festivals are described in detail along with unique location
photographs.
Yamamba Rebecca Copeland 2021-06-22 Alluring, nurturing, dangerous, and
vulnerable the yamamba, or Japanese mountain witch, has intrigued audiences for
centuries. What is it about the fusion of mountains with the solitary old woman
that produces such an enigmatic figure? And why does she still call to us in
this modern, scientific era? Co-editors Rebecca Copeland and Linda C. Ehrlich
first met the yamamba in the powerful short story “The Smile of the Mountain
Witch” by acclaimed woman writer Ōba Minako. The story revealed the compelling
way creative women can take charge of misogynistic tropes, invert them, and use
them to tell new stories of female empowerment. This unique collection
represents the creative and surprising ways artists and scholars from North
America and Japan have encountered the yamamba.
Myths & Legends of Japan Frederick Hadland Davis 1919
Historical Grammar of Japanese G. B. Sansom 2013-10-18 First published in 1928,
this path-breaking work is still of importance and interest to Japanese
scholars and linguists.
Star Myths of the World, Volume Three David Warner Mathisen 2016-08-03 Complete
guide to the system of celestial metaphor which forms the foundation for the
stories of the Old and New Testaments of the Bible. Sometimes called "Astrotheology," the study of the evidence that the scriptures, myths, and sacred
traditions all employ celestial metaphor (using stars, constellations, planets,
etc) to convey esoteric truths.
Japanese Legends and Folklore A.B. Mitford 2019-03-26 Japanese Legends and
Folklore invites English speakers into the intriguing world of Japanese
folktales, ghost stories and historical eyewitness accounts. With a fascinating
selection of stories about Japanese culture and history, A.B. Mitford—who lived
and worked in Japan as a British diplomat—presents a broad cross section of
tales from many Japanese sources. Discover more about practically every aspect
of Japanese life—from myths and legends to society and religion. This book
features 30 fascinating Japanese stories, including: The Forty-Seven Ronin—the
famous, epic tale of a loyal band of Samurai warriors who pay the ultimate
price for avenging the honor of their fallen master. The Tongue-Cut Sparrow—a
good-hearted old man is richly rewarded when he begs forgiveness from a sparrow
who is injured by his spiteful, greedy wife. The Adventures of Little Peach
Boy—a tale familiar to generations of Japanese children, a small boy born from
a peach is adopted by a kindly childless couple. Japanese Sermons—a selection
of sermons written by a priest belonging to the Shingaku sect, which combines
Buddhist, Shinto and Confucian teachings. An Account of Hara-Kiri—Mitford's
dramatic first person account of a ritual Samurai suicide, the first time it
had been reported in English. Thirty-one reproductions of woodblock prints
bring the classic tales and essays to life. These influential stories helped
shape the West's understanding of Japanese culture. A new foreword by Professor
Michael Dylan Foster sheds light on the book's importance as a groundbreaking
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work of Japanese folklore, literature and history.
Insect Mythology Gene Kritsky 2000 Mythology is a subject that has entertained
people for thousands of years. These stories of gods and supernatural beings of
the distant past are important in explaining how things came to be and are an
integral part of societies. Insect myths are numerous and widespread in
mythology, but have received little attention. This is the first book dedicated
specifically to showing the important roles insects have played in mythology.
This is a comprehensive and readable survey of insect myths from around the
world. The book ranges from older, better-known insect myths such as sacred
scarabs to new unpublished subjects such as insects as examples of parallel
mythology. Numerous black and white figures are found in the book including new
figures not previously seen in entomological literature. How insects are
related to larger themes of mythology such as symbols and parallel mythology is
discussed. Insects in Old World mythology (Egypt, China, etc.) and New World
mythology (Native American, Mayan, etc.) are featured. This book brings to
light the fascinating role that insects played in mythology and is the most
comprehensive and authoritative reference on the subject.
The Goddess Chronicle Natsuo Kirino 2021-09-02 On an island in the shape of a
teardrop live two sisters. One is admired far and wide, the other lives in her
shadow. One is the Oracle, the other is destined for the Underworld. But what
will happen when she returns to the island? Based on the Japanese myth of
Izanami and Izanagi, The Goddess Chronicle is a fantastical tour de force about
ferocious love and bitter revenge. The Myths series brings together some of the
world's finest writers, each of whom has retold a myth in a contemporary and
memorable way. Authors in the series include Karen Armstrong, Margaret Atwood,
A.S. Byatt, David Grossman, Natsuo Kirino, Alexander McCall Smith, Philip
Pullman, Ali Smith and Jeanette Winterson.
Kojiki Keith Yatsuhashi 2016-08-02 Every civilization has its myths. Only one
is true. When eighteen year old Keiko Yamada’s father dies unexpectedly, he
leaves behind a one way ticket to Japan, an unintelligible death poem about
powerful Japanese spirits and their gigantic, beast-like Guardians, and the
cryptic words: “Go to Japan in my place. Find the Gate. My camera will show you
the way.” Alone and afraid, Keiko travels to Tokyo, determined to fulfil her
father’s dying wish. There, beneath glittering neon signs, her father’s death
poem comes to life. Ancient spirits spring from the shadows. Chaos envelops the
city, and as Keiko flees its burning streets, her guide, the beautiful Yui
Akiko, makes a stunning confession – that she, Yui, is one of a handful of
spirits left behind to defend the world against the most powerful among them: a
once noble spirit now insane. Keiko must decide if she will honour her father’s
heritage and take her rightful place among the gods. File Under: Fantasy
Shinto William George Aston 1907
The Story of Ancient Japan Yasumaro Ō 1929
Dragon Sword and Wind Child Noriko Ogiwara 2010-11-16 The forces of the God of
Light and the Goddess of Darkness have waged a ruthless war across the land of
Toyoashihara for generations. But for 15-year-old Saya, the war is far away and
unimportant--until the day she discovers that she is the reincarnation of the
Water Maiden and a princess of the Children of the Dark. Raised to love the
Light and detest the Dark, Saya must come to terms with her heritage even as
she tumbles into the very heart of the conflict that is destroying her country.
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The armies of the Light and Dark both seek to claim her, for she is the only
mortal who can awaken the legendary Dragon Sword, the fearsome weapon destined
to bring an end to the war. Can Saya make the dreadful choice between the Light
and Dark, or is she doomed--like all the Water Maidens who came before her...?
-- VIZ Media
The Kojiki 2014-09-30 Written in the early eighth century, the Kojiki is
considered JapanÕs first literary and historical work. A compilation of myths,
legends, songs, and genealogies, it recounts the birth of JapanÕs islands,
reflecting the origins of Japanese civilization and future Shinto practice. The
Kojiki provides insight into the lifestyle, religious beliefs, politics, and
history of early Japan, and for centuries has shaped the nationÕs view of its
past. This innovative rendition conveys the rich appeal of the Kojiki to a
general readership by translating the names of characters to clarify their
contribution to the narrative while also translating place names to give a
vivid sense of the landscape the characters inhabit, as well as an
understanding of where such places are today. Gustav HeldtÕs expert
organization reflects the textÕs original sentence structure and repetitive
rhythms, enhancing the readerÕs appreciation for its sophisticated style of
storytelling.
Death and the Afterlife in Japanese Buddhism Jacqueline I. Stone 2008-08-20 For
more than a thousand years, Buddhism has dominated Japanese death rituals and
concepts of the afterlife. The nine essays in this volume, ranging
chronologically from the tenth century to the present, bring to light both
continuity and change in death practices over time. They also explore the
interrelated issues of how Buddhist death rites have addressed individual
concerns about the afterlife while also filling social and institutional needs
and how Buddhist death-related practices have assimilated and refigured
elements from other traditions, bringing together disparate, even conflicting,
ideas about the dead, their postmortem fate, and what constitutes normative
Buddhist practice. The idea that death, ritually managed, can mediate an escape
from deluded rebirth is treated in the first two essays. Sarah Horton traces
the development in Heian Japan (794–1185) of images depicting the Buddha Amida
descending to welcome devotees at the moment of death, while Jacqueline Stone
analyzes the crucial role of monks who attended the dying as religious guides.
Even while stressing themes of impermanence and non-attachment, Buddhist death
rites worked to encourage the maintenance of emotional bonds with the deceased
and, in so doing, helped structure the social world of the living. This theme
is explored in the next four essays. Brian Ruppert examines the roles of relic
worship in strengthening family lineage and political power; Mark Blum
investigates the controversial issue of religious suicide to rejoin one’s
teacher in the Pure Land; and Hank Glassman analyzes how late medieval rites
for women who died in pregnancy and childbirth both reflected and helped shape
changing gender norms. The rise of standardized funerals in Japan’s early
modern period forms the subject of the chapter by Duncan Williams, who shows
how the Soto Zen sect took the lead in establishing itself in rural communities
by incorporating local religious culture into its death rites. The final three
chapters deal with contemporary funerary and mortuary practices and the
controversies surrounding them. Mariko Walter uncovers a "deep structure"
informing Japanese Buddhist funerals across sectarian lines—a structure whose
meaning, she argues, persists despite competition from a thriving secular
funeral industry. Stephen Covell examines debates over the practice of
conferring posthumous Buddhist names on the deceased and the threat posed to
traditional Buddhist temples by changing ideas about funerals and the
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afterlife. Finally, George Tanabe shows how contemporary Buddhist sectarian
intellectuals attempt to resolve conflicts between normative doctrine and onthe-ground funerary practice, and concludes that human affection for the
deceased will always win out over the demands of orthodoxy. Death and the
Afterlife in Japanese Buddhism constitutes a major step toward understanding
how Buddhism in Japan has forged and retained its hold on death-related thought
and practice, providing one of the most detailed and comprehensive accounts of
the topic to date. Contributors: Mark L. Blum, Stephen G. Covell, Hank
Glassman, Sarah Johanna Horton, Brian O. Ruppert, Jacqueline I. Stone, George
J. Tanabe, Jr., Mariko Namba Walter, Duncan Ryuken Williams.
Ghosts of the Tsunami Richard Lloyd Parry 2017-10-24 Named one of the best
books of 2017 by The Guardian, NPR, GQ, The Economist, Bookforum, Amazon, and
Lit Hub The definitive account of what happened, why, and above all how it
felt, when catastrophe hit Japan—by the Japan correspondent of The Times
(London) and author of People Who Eat Darkness On March 11, 2011, a powerful
earthquake sent a 120-foot-high tsunami smashing into the coast of northeast
Japan. By the time the sea retreated, more than eighteen thousand people had
been crushed, burned to death, or drowned. It was Japan’s greatest single loss
of life since the atomic bombing of Nagasaki. It set off a national crisis and
the meltdown of a nuclear power plant. And even after the immediate emergency
had abated, the trauma of the disaster continued to express itself in bizarre
and mysterious ways. Richard Lloyd Parry, an award-winning foreign
correspondent, lived through the earthquake in Tokyo and spent six years
reporting from the disaster zone. There he encountered stories of ghosts and
hauntings, and met a priest who exorcised the spirits of the dead. And he found
himself drawn back again and again to a village that had suffered the greatest
loss of all, a community tormented by unbearable mysteries of its own. What
really happened to the local children as they waited in the schoolyard in the
moments before the tsunami? Why did their teachers not evacuate them to safety?
And why was the unbearable truth being so stubbornly covered up? Ghosts of the
Tsunami is a soon-to-be classic intimate account of an epic tragedy, told
through the accounts of those who lived through it. It tells the story of how a
nation faced a catastrophe, and the struggle to find consolation in the ruins.
The Cambridge History of Japanese Literature Haruo Shirane 2015-12-31 The
Cambridge History of Japanese Literature provides, for the first time, a
history of Japanese literature with comprehensive coverage of the premodern and
modern eras in a single volume. The book is arranged topically in a series of
short, accessible chapters for easy access and reference, giving insight into
both canonical texts and many lesser known, popular genres, from centuries-old
folk literature to the detective fiction of modern times. The various period
introductions provide an overview of recurrent issues that span many decades,
if not centuries. The book also places Japanese literature in a wider East
Asian tradition of Sinitic writing and provides comprehensive coverage of
women's literature as well as new popular literary forms, including manga
(comic books). An extensive bibliography of works in English enables readers to
continue to explore this rich tradition through translations and secondary
reading.
Kojiki: the Birth of Japan Kazumi Wilds 2019-10-22 Take a step back in time to
the origins of Japan's creation myth--told here for the very first time in
illustrated form. In the beginning there was nothing--a void. Then the heavens
and the earth took shape, as the ancient gods of Japan breathed the first
sparks of life into these islands. The ancient Kojiki myth traces the
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beginnings of the Japanese people, following the rise of the Japanese islands
from their humble origins as a lump of clay to a great nation that would one
day take its rightful place among the leading nations of the world. Like all
creation myths from around the world, the Kojiki story occupies a treasured
place in the nation's literature and collective imagination. Kazumi Wilds's
striking illustrations capture the drama and intensity of a mythic tale where
chaos and demons are unleashed and where darkness is slowly pushed back by the
righteous, as good prevails over evil. Kojiki: The Birth of Japan combines the
raucous rhythms and startling imagery of today's best graphic novels with a
retelling of a classic and timeless Japanese story. This book will be
remembered and treasured for years to come by lovers of mythology, folklore and
anyone interested in Japanese culture and history.
The Origins of the World's Mythologies Michael Witzel 2012 Michael Witzel
persuasively demonstrates the prehistoric origins of most of the mythologies of
Eurasia and the Americas ('Laurasia').
Shinto Thomas P. Kasulis 2004-08-31 Nine out of ten Japanese claim some
affiliation with Shinto, but in the West the religion remains the least studied
of the major Asian spiritual traditions. It is so interlaced with Japanese
cultural values and practices that scholarly studies usually focus on only one
of its dimensions: Shinto as a "nature religion," an "imperial state religion,"
a "primal religion," or a "folk amalgam of practices and beliefs." Thomas
Kasulis’ fresh approach to Shinto explains with clarity and economy how these
different aspects interrelate. As a philosopher of religion, he first analyzes
the experiential aspect of Shinto spirituality underlying its various ideas and
practices. Second, as a historian of Japanese thought, he sketches several
major developments in Shinto doctrines and institutions from prehistory to the
present, showing how its interactions with Buddhism, Confucianism, and
nationalism influenced its expression in different times and contexts. In
Shinto’s idiosyncratic history, Kasulis finds the explicit interplay between
two forms of spirituality: the "existential" and the "essentialist." Although
the dynamic between the two is particularly striking and accessible in the
study of Shinto, he concludes that a similar dynamic may be found in the
history of other religions as well. Two decades ago, Kasulis’ Zen Action/Zen
Person brought an innovative understanding to the ideas and practices of Zen
Buddhism, an understanding influential in the ensuing decades of philosophical
Zen studies. Shinto: The Way Home promises to do the same for future Shinto
studies.
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